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Security Police Officer Class Testing FAQ 

What is the pay and benefits package? 

The Security Police Officer positions will start out at $27.025 per hour.  Benefits offered can be found on 

our website here: http://msa.hanford.gov/hr/page.cfm/HEWTBenefits 

What is on the written test? 

There is nothing you can study for the written exam, it is compiled of situational type questions to 

observe writing styles. 

What is the trigger pull assessment? 

This is a test to measure hand strength. Not shooting accuracy. 

What will happen for the people coming from out of state? 

For the folks traveling by plane to do physical testing, provided they complete and pass both the written 

and physical tests, we will have some team members available for on-site interviews during the testing 

date. 

What is the timeline of events to happen for after the physical testing? 

Those candidates with the highest scores from the physical fitness testing date will be contacted the 

week of 5/19, interviews will be performed 5/22-5/28. Those who are not selected to move on in the 

process will be notified on 5/20. 

What if we have tattoos showing?  

 Existing tattoos/body art/brands, anywhere on the body (head/face/neck area above the collar, 
arms, hands and wrists) that are excessive, obscene, advocate sexual, racial, ethnic, or religious 
discrimination will not be exposed or visible while in uniform. 

 
 Patrol personnel with existing tattoo(s) not meeting an acceptable and professional Hanford 

Patrol image will: 
 

o Maintain complete coverage of the tattoo(s) with the authorized uniform (e.g., long 
sleeves) or 

o Volunteer to remove tattoo(s). 
 

 Any new tattoo/body art/brands, regardless of appearance and visible while wearing the 
Hanford Patrol uniform, is prohibited.  
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What is HID number or applicant number on these forms? 

This is something that is used during the hiring process by HR, you will not be provided either of these 

yet, please leave blank when submitting paperwork. 

What if we are still in the military and do not have our DD214 yet? 

Please bring documentation of your military status. 

What do we fill out on verification of citizenship? What do we have to provide now? 

The verification of citizenship will be completed at the testing date. Please bring the original verification 

of citizenship documents to the testing site. The form is for your information only. 

 

 


